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Description

Currently, if a user has only permission to view a specific Subproject, but not its parent project, it may lead to confusion when using

the Project Jump menu.

Consider this:

Project A

  » Content

Project B

  » Content

 So, if a user has only access to the "Content" subprojects, but not their parents, they will see two "Content" entries in the menu. Also,

when inside the project they can't easily determine if they're in "Project A » Content" or in "Project B » Content".

Therefore it would be good if the dropdown showed e.g.

Project A » Content

Project B » Content

but only if the user has no access to the parent project.    

The H1 should also continue to show "Project A » Content", except that the "Project A" part is not linked.

Ideally, the visibility of the parent's name could be set via permissions. Thus, if a permission "view_project_parent_name" is not

active, the user won't see the parent project's name, resulting in current behaviour (only subproject's name is visible).

This idea may also be extended for the whole hierarchy (all ancestors of a subproject) with a permission

"view_project_hierarchy_names".

Related issues:

Related to Redmine - Patch #19370: Parent projects in project jump dropdown New

Related to Redmine - Defect #888: Jump to Project reveals names of parent pro... Closed 2008-03-19

History

#1 - 2013-02-18 06:43 - Richard Bae

Isn't there anybody want this?

I do want this issue to be done.

#2 - 2014-11-06 12:36 - Alessio Gaeta

Any news on this? Implementing the suggested behavior would be quite useful...

Thanks!

#3 - 2015-03-13 09:56 - Sebastian Paluch

Added a patch for this, see #19370.

#4 - 2015-04-11 16:58 - Toshi MARUYAMA

- Related to Patch #19370: Parent projects in project jump dropdown added
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https://www.redmine.org/issues/19370


#5 - 2015-04-11 17:00 - Toshi MARUYAMA

- Related to Defect #888: Jump to Project reveals names of parent projects to unprivileged logins added
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